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should not have been gunified in the ordinary way also. In fact, the sign 
DU has both sessig and gun'f forms, as well as the sign TIG (ki9a du). See 
Christian, WZKM, 1911, 143 ff., and PSBA, 1913, 278. On the other hand, 
sign (B) is explained in Syl. C, 308, as a doubled DU, and this is of course 
its origin, when it has the value la' and the meanings "go, walk, bring, stand." 
If our identification be correct, we must suppose that sign (A) became con- 
fused with (B) and finally identified with it. Hence (B) really represents 
two signs, (1) aragub-minnabi or doubled DU, and (2) UD-gunft, value 
sfb, with the meaning "shepherd," and db, "bright radiant."' UD-gunft 
means "great light, very bright," and this is of course the original meaning 
of (A). 

1 Sign (B) has the value bfib = b a n d , " be bright "; see Delitzsch, Sumerisches Glossar, 
p. 269, under gub 4. Naturally, if our thesis be the true one, 9ib = b anti belonged 
originally to (A). The idea 9b, "bright," is connected with UD-guni and this I take 
to be the original meaning of (A). sub, "shepherd," is attached to this sign as a mere 
phonetic expedient. 

II. epiEu, "TO ATTACH, INCLOSE, BIND" 

Delitzsch, Handwdirterbuch, 116-19, distinguished three roots: (1) 
ep ?u, "to obtain control over," (2) ep 9u, "do, make," (3) ep 9u, "to 
bewitch." Roots (1) and (3) probably represent the well-known Semitic 
root t=1, 

h. 
aba9a, "hem in, bind, encircle, clothe." The idea of binding 

is common to all expressions for bewitching. The piel uppi9, upi9, "he 
secured control of by purchase,"2 so frequent in Johns' Deeds and Docu- 
ments, is also connected with the idea of binding, securing by legal process. 
This explains at last the passage in Gilgamesh Epic, I, 36, uppu piriti 
kima sinni9ti, "he was clothed with hair of the head even as a woman." 

2 For the idea of "control" attached to this root cf. Job 34:17. 

III. kusarikku, "GOAT-FISH" 

This mythological creature, so often represented on engraved memorial 
deeds (ku dur r u) as a creature with head, shoulders, and forefeet of a he- 
goat and with the body of a fish, is long since known to be the symbol of Ea, 
god of the sea. Zimmern in Frank, Bilder, 11, n. 1, has shown that the 
Babylonians designated this symbol by the loan-word s u urma u, or 
"suhur-fish+goat," or "goat-fish." The passage on which this identi- 
fication is based, Scheil, Textes Elamites-S&mitiques, II, p. 90, IV, 5, has 
s u- bur-m a- m u . The original Sumerian is naturally subur-mda (see 
Meissner, SAI, 6521, where read 9 u-[ B u r-m a- u ]),3 the name so frequently 
employed for the sign of the zodiac Capricorn.4 Rarely is the sign followed 
by the determinative for "fish" (ga).5 But we have also iluku-sa-rik-ku 

3 See Sumerian Grammar, p. 61. 

4 See Kugler, Sternkunde, 37 f. 
5 Cf. CT, 33, 3, 34; Harper, Letters, 1113, R, 7; 1134, 2. Klauber, AJSL, XXVIII, 

124, failed to interpret the signs s u h u r m a ? u, Capricorn. 
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as the name of a star or a constellation, IIR, 47, 38. Among the eleven 
monsters created by Tiamat in the Epic of Creation are mentioned together 
the iHA-GALU-GAL-LU or nun-ameli, "fishman," and the ku-sa- 
ri k-ku.' The former has been identified with Aquarius and the latter 
with Aries. In any case kusarikku cannot be identified with Caper or 
s u h u r ma ' u, for in at least two passages, obviously referring to the signs 
of the zodiac, these mythological animals occur together; z f(issuru), 
kusarikku,2 nun-ameli,3 suburmagu (nunu), "the Zu bird, the 

ram, the fishman, the goat-fish."4 Here we have references to three 
zodiacal signs in the same region, Aries, Aquarius, and Capricorn. This 

argument only strengthens the opinion of Assyriologists who have long since 
identified kusarikku with the sign of the ram.5 The sign Capricorn is 
excluded by the passage above which distinguishes kusarikku from 
the goat-fish. The animal in question is clearly the ram. The form of the 

word-ending in -kku (var. - 
.kku) 

points to a loan-word from Sumerian. 
The original occurs in the Epic of Creation, III, 91 (=CT, 13, 11), where 
unfortunately only the beginning and end of the Sumerian words can be 

read, HA- ? -rak-ki. HA has here by necessity the value ku and obviously 
designates this animal as a "fish-[ram]." Kugler has shown from references 
to Pliny and Aelian that the ancients knew of a "sea-ram," or fish resembling 
the ram.6 In any case the fish character was attributed to the sign of the 
i-am partly because it stands next to the sign of Pisces. I ventured to 
restore the original to fA- DARA,7 which would be pronounced ku-dara 
and become k u d a r a k k u as a loan-word. The palatalization d > s would 

produce kusarakku.s I cannot explain the origin of the vowel i; the 

1 I, 123; II, 29; III, 33. 
2 Written gud-alim, literally the "mighty ox." gud-alim clearly stands for the 

kusarikku here and not for two animals alpu and kusari k ku; in other words, 
the k us a r i k k u has the determinative al p u, probably in the sense of "cattle." 
Dhorme, Choix de Textes, 17, n. 123, shows that, since alim = both ditanu and 
kusarikku, and ditanu is a synonym of Aapparu and lulimu, "ram," 
kusari k ku cannot mean "ox, steer." See also C T, 15, 42, below 1. 12, gud-alim-ma = 

ku-sa-rik-ku; cf. Gudea, Cyl. A, 26, 13, not "mighty steer," as Thureau-Dangin 
renders, but "ram." 

3 Craig has IJA-GAL U-GAL U (sic!). 
4 Craig, RT, 56, 6. In 29, 16, ilugud-alim [i.e., kusarikku] ilunun-ameli 

[ilu s u u rm a u ? ] 
5 Zimmern, ZA, 11, 95; Kugler, Sternkunde, 31 f. The attempt of the latter scholar, 

p. 33, to connect Sumerian alim with Heb. i, "ram," is unfortunate. 
6 Kugler identifies k us a ri k k u with the "sword-fish." 
7 I have been advised by Dr. L. W. King, who obligingly examined the tablet again 

with my conjecture in mind, that the neo-Babylonian scribe probably copied from a 
Babylonian text of the First Dynasty and was puzzled by the sign DARA, which indeed 
has peculiar forms in the early script. He erased his first attempt to write the neo- 
Babylonian form and wrote the present unintelligible text over the erasure. Dr. King 
is inclined to think that the sign really is DARA. 

8 Cf. Sumerian Grammar, ? 40 a), and Adab> Usab, in the name of the city Adab. 
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variant k is not certain nor is it to be expected. The sign KUM (KI does 
not occur) after RIK' may perhaps have the value ku here. If k really 
exists at the end of this loan-word it probably arose by dissimilation with 
k at the beginning. DARA is rendered into Semitic by tura bu; Assyr- 
iologists often render turaju by "antelope," but if our restoration be 
correct the word designates a kind of sheep, probably the wild mountain 
ram. The god Ea is symbolized both by the fish-goat and by a ram's head 
which are not infrequently combined on engraved memorial deeds.2 We 

have, it is true, no representations of the fish-ram corresponding to the 

fish-goat; kusarikku, in fact, lost the fish character and like turabu 
came to mean simply "mountain ram," as in: alim-ma kiHr-ra si-gitr-ru 
ku-sa-rik-ki ['adi-i?] 'a(?)kar? [-ni nafi],3 "The mountain ram 
which lifts [its] horn." 

But ordinarily kus ari k ku retains its mythological reference and means 
the "fish-ram," or the sign of Aries. This derivation is further strengthened 
by the fact not only that DARA represents the god Ea,4 but that this god 
is known as the dingir dara-abzu, "the god-ram of the sea." The connection 
of the ram with the fish and the male goat with the fish is probably due both 
to the resemblance of certain fish to these animals and to the proximity of 
Aries and Capricorn to Pisces and Aquarius. dara-abzu or "ram of the sea," 
in Gudea, Cyl. 24, 21, may refer to a constellation and if so to Aries, not to 

Capricorn (Suiburu, or su urma'u).5 

'Cf. ku-su-RIK-ki, CT, 28, 29, 21. 
2 For example, Hinke, Boundary Stones, p. 95, fig. 3. 

3 Reisner, SBH, 108, 23 f. 
4 CT, 12, 19, a, 7. 

5 Kugler, ZA, 25, 319, n. 2, is again mistaken in regard to this constellation. 

Iv. KID-ni-e=sib-li-e, "MUSTARD" (?) 

S ibl 1, loan-word from (Sam) zag-4i-li and tentatively rendered "mus- 
tard" in my Historical and Religious Texts, p. 73, should probably be dis- 

tinguished from siblu, "thorn" (Semitic). So si-hi-il, Boissier, DA, 88, 
4= Babyloniaca, III, 217, 63, is probably construct of the Semitic word 

siblu, "thorn"; si-bi-il-'u, "its thorn," Dhorme, Choix, 310, 285. 
si-i-il . . . . , "sting of . . . . ," syn. zikit akrabi, "sting of a 

scorpion," Maklu, III, 153 f., restored by Weissbach, BA, IV, 159. 
On the other hand, (Sam) or ('e) sibli is a wholly different word. 

Note ('am) zag-4i-li-sar=sib6-lu-u, CT, 16, 49, 306; gamsi4-lu-u, CT, 
14, 44, 7. For some reason the Assyriologists have insisted upon rendering 
zag-Li-li-a in CT, 12, 42, a, 42, by 

.kit.-ni-e (=.kitnO); 
apparently this 

6 The reading s il is probable. Naturally k 
k. 

i t-1 u- u is possible, but since Zim- 
mern, Rt, 98, 34, the word has been derived from Sumerian zag-hi-li, which indicates 
s a lb 1f or s i h Ift. Zimmern, however, confused this word with s i h 1 u, "thorn," and 
erroneously wrote si l 1 u. The same error will be found in all previous Assyriological 
literature. 
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